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Welcome to our November 2021 eNews
As always, it is a privileged part of the month where I get to be in
contact with the One Nucleus network by welcoming you to our
eNews.
There are a plethora of good news stories to choose from in the
sector, many of which are posted by members to our website,
LinkedIn and Twitter feeds where you can stay up to date. Below,
I recap on some One Nucleus highlights from the last month and
update you on some upcoming plans.

Do you feel supported in the UK?
It would have been hard for anyone in the UK Life Sciences
to have escaped the media and industry commentary traffic
around the Chancellor’s Budget and Comprehensive Spending
Review announcements.
To the untrained lobbyist such as myself, then the advice being
openly given by the various national associations and lobby
groups was consistent across them all: Commit to the £22Bn
public investment in R&D by 2024/25; modernise the R&D Tax Credit system; increase health
research funding; address the immigration system to attract global talent; and invest in scaleup and manufacturing all seemed common themes at face value.

Right Honorable Rishi Sunak MP,
Chancellor of the Exchequer
Photo: www.uk.gov.uk

It was pleasing therefore to see much of what was announced being a positive response to
those collective calls. As with all things, the devil will be in the detail of how the announced
funding uplifts and policy changes are implemented before we know for sure what the true
benefit to the Life Sciences industry in particular is, but I am confident those charged with
lobbying for the sector, both for their members and non-members alike, will continue to
provide the required advice to Mr Sunak.

It’s nice to see you!
Confidence is growing for many over the
return to what we had come to accept as
business-as-usual pre pandemic – that luxury
of being able to meet face-to-face to share
knowledge, drive innovation, build rapport
and generate collaborations and deals.
It was an absolute delight to have welcomed
forty of the region’s key executives to our
Regional Life Sciences Dinner held on 21
October at the picturesque Quy Mill Hotel,
Cambridge. The energy and enthusiasm for being able to network and discuss what’s
occurring among peers was excellent.
It felt like it was the ‘clustering effect’ illustrated and why local connectivity and collaboration
is key to all stakeholders. That is in no way to say there is not a valuable role for virtual events
going forward as I have expressed repeatedly. I think the enforced use of virtual event
formats has taught us many lessons around priorities, values and work-life balance.
An article in Nature on ‘An analysis of ways to
decarbonize conference travel after COVID-19’
provides some interesting food for thought on
balancing global connectivity with local value.
The decentralised approach to gathering around
‘What does the US-China Interface Mean for
Global Life Science Industry?’ experiments with
harnessing the best of both worlds of online and
in person compared to what sometimes feels
like the worst of both in the truly hybrid model.
You can see later in this issue how the fully
virtual model can enable global connectivity via the Johnson & Johnson as well as the Japan
Healthcare Venture Summit we are pleased to be supporting respectively.
And let’s not forget, combining the dedicated in person day for Genesis London on 9
December with online Innovation Workshops, 1-2-1 partnering and on-demand content
is another exciting example of how to capitalise on technology to augment the human
behavioural aspects to bond over coffee. Hence the enabled sharing of insights and
connecting both domestically and globally when travel is not possible, not desired due to
cost, environmental concerns or work-life balance or simply not convenient. It’s an exciting
programme being finalised!

When do you hit ‘send’?
Finally, over the dinner above, the subject
of what times of day it is appropriate to
send emails, the role model the C-suite
manager sets and how to create the
correct culture and staff confidence to
manage expectations arose.
It led me to seek views from my network
via LinkedIn. I gave a simple three
options given the limitations of the platform: (i) do not send out of hours (including using
Outlook’s delay setting); (ii) send, but note you are sending out of hours with no expectation
of response pre office hours; and (iii) send anyway and allow the recipient to decide when
they work.
The poll stimulated a fair amount of feeling and the results summarised here. There are
nuances to consider such as international collaborations, flexible working and personal
choice.
What it does perhaps is set the challenge of what are the best ways to creating a team culture
where everyone from most senior to most junior feels enabled to work as suits them best
whilst feeling empowered to protect their own personal time and space without prejudice.
Sharing good practice and ideas around how to be an Employer of Choice to attract and
support the best teams continues to be a valuable series we run with the network and that
feeds into our annual Building Life Science Adventures conference which is open now for
2022 sponsors, supporters and delegates to secure their place.
As always, you will also find more details of upcoming events, training courses, savings, the
VIC update and more from which you can benefit.

Tony Jones
CEO, One Nucleus

genesis 2021
9 December 2021 | 1 Wimpole St, London
Genesis - Who Will Inspire You?
Reflecting on another busy 12 months, Genesis will assemble senior executives and
decision-makers from across the life science, healthcare and technology field to present,
discuss and demonstrate their collective insight and thought leadership for the sector.
Insights from Industry Leaders – Keynote Programme
Understand the Dealmakers with the return of ‘Winners and Losers 2021’ with Mike Ward,
Clarivate. ‘How Will Pharma Deals Evolve in 2022?’ chaired by Eleanor Malone, Informa, will
bring different sector perspectives on deal trends from Khatereh Ahmadi, MSD; David Mead,
Isogenica; Chris Williams, Autolus and Will Walker-Arnott, Charles Stanley.
Hear from the Patient Engagers during the ‘Driving Real-World Patient Centricity’ session with
Mark Avery, EAHSN; Philippa Brown, AstraZeneca and Jérôme Van Biervliet, VIB. Gain insights with
‘Lessons from a Pandemic – Developing Medicines in the Future,’ reviewing the evolution
of technology, the supply chain and public health that will drive the future of medicines, with
Flic Gabbay, tranScrip. From an industry perspective, Pamela Spence, EY will share prospective
insights on what a fully patient-integrated life science industry looks like in ‘Transformative
Biotech’.
Learn from the Innovators with ‘Innovation Drivers – Learning from Outside our Bubble’
involving Kirstie Speck, Abcam; Andrew Watson, Healx and Cara Croft, the UK Dementia Research
Institute. ‘Towards a Genomics Driven Healthcare System’ is a panel review of the enablers
of Genomics innovation, with Joanne Hackett, IQVIA; David Atkins, Congenica; Michael Anstey,
Cambridge Innovation Capital and Scott Chandler, Roche, chaired by Adrian Ibrahim, Wellcome
Genome Campus.
Continuing the Genesis Conversation – Genesis Fringe
For those who want to deepen the conversation and maximise their opportunity to make more
connections, Genesis also offers a full week of in-person events and digital sessions.
Innovation Workshops organised by expert partners and international collaborators, these
hour-long live and interactive online sessions will cover a wide range of exciting and relevant
topics including: Talent attraction and retention, in vitro drug candidate testing, Asian market
listing, a Japanese start-up showcase and many more, available here.
In-person Fringe Events complete the agenda on the 7, 8 and 10 December for additional
insights and quality networking.
New and Exclusive On-demand Content to listen to anytime, for those who are using
biotechnologies to address the most pressing global challenges in sustainable development,
diversity in genomics data or leveraging microbiome research applications.
Follow #genesislondon21 on Twitter and Linkedin

Find out more

VIC Update
A busy month ahead for the Virtual Innovation Centre with two workshops discussing important topics for
those Life Science companies becoming more active deal makers:

Growing with Underlying Principles of Drug Development in Mind on 18 November 11.30–12.30
is for early stage companies who need to show their understanding of the underlying principles of drug
development to their stakeholders and ensure they know how to evolve them as the company grows.
In collaboration with

Anatomy of a Research Collaboration Agreement to provide a review of the different elements to
consider when negotiating such agreements with legal and practical insights on what they are expected to
cover.
In collaboration with

You can sign-up online directly or contact aline@onenucleus.com for more information.
We’re also delighted to see two new companies joining the programme, to gain insights from the workshops
and to get access to bespoke expertise and visibility within the network. Please meet:

“MultiplAI is a biotech startup developing universal genomic screening for cardiovascular diseases using
RNA sequencing and deep learning. We are bringing liquid biopsy to cardiovascular disease.”
And

‘Unlocking radical innovation by enabling the conversation between microbiome data and the scientist ’
Both companies will provide insights in the Genesis on-demand sessions, join us if you’d like to make
contact with them and the many others who will be on the event app.

VIC Partners

Med-Di-Dia are the Winners of our ON Helix
Knock-Out Tournament

The winner of our ON Helix 2021 Session Knock-Out Tournament is Med-Di-Dia, the regulatory and quality
compliance consultancy’s ‘How Regulatory Compliance in Medtech is a Tool for Success’. It was a close
run final, with DLRC just being pipped at the post.
This means Med-Di-Dia will be presenting an Innovation Workshop at One Nucleus Genesis 2021 in
December! Congratulations to Med-Di-Dia!

Register for Genesis Now for Early Access to
the Genesis Conference App
The Genesis Conference App is the cornerstone of the
conference with exclusive content only available via the
app to all registered delegates. The app is launching next
week!
You can connect with other delegates, arrange 1-2-1 virtual
partnering meetings, profile yourself and company, and join
Innovation Workshops, all prior to the event.
Once the conference has started, programme content is
only available via the app.
As an added bonus, our Genesis app will remain live for
4 weeks after the event, allowing you to carry on the
conversation post-event as well as having access to all of
the conference content.
Meet Delegates in Virtual Corridors
Delegates are placed in a virtual corridor before the start of
a session. Hover over delegates to see who’s who, say hello
and schedule 1-2-1 virtual partnering meetings.
Be sure to register now to get the most out of pre-conference networking via the app.

INNOVATION

November 30, 2021 | Virtual

Meet with
Johnson & Johnson
Innovation in the UK
14:00 – 16:00 GMT

During a unique live virtual event on November 30, Johnson & Johnson Innovation will present its
external collaboration model and meet innovative emerging companies and start-ups, as well as
researchers, academics and organizations based in the UK and active in the pharmaceutical, medical
device and consumer health sectors.

The event will include:
- An informative live conversation between
Paul Stoffels, M.D., and Sir John Bell, hosted
by Nerida Scott. This will focus on key topics
in the UK life sciences sector and the future
of healthcare.
- A briefing on the Johnson & Johnson
Innovation collaboration model.

- Testimonials from partner companies and
organizations that have collaborated with
Johnson & Johnson Innovation.
- A Call for Proposals for innovators with a
presence in the UK to meet with our team
1:1 and discuss collaboration opportunities.

Speakers

Paul Stoffels, M.D.

Sir John Bell

Nerida Scott

Vice Chairman of the
Executive Committee &
CSO, Johnson & Johnson

Regius Chair of
Medicine, University
of Oxford

Regional Head, Johnson
& Johnson Innovation
EMEA

Register here

Elena
FernandezKleinlein
Head of JLABS EMEA,
Johnson & Johnson
Innovation

Fiona
MacLaughlin
Principal, Venture
Investments, Johnson
& Johnson Innovation
- JJDC

More discounts available from our
Member to Member Marketplace
Members can take advantage of discounts on a wide range of products
and services to maximise their return on the member subscription, often
recovering multiples of the fees paid.
One Nucleus negotiates savings and discounts for members by
leveraging the critical mass of our membership, providing members with
the purchasing power of a large entity.
Discounted rates are available on laboratory supplies, services, key industry events and more.
Meet the latest company offering member discounts:

Apollo Scientific are specialists in the manufacture and supply of aromatic, heterocyclic and aliphatic
compounds, fluorochemicals and life sciences reagents. They offer same day dispatch, for their stock
items, with next day delivery in the UK from their location in Manchester. Apollo has been rated within the
top 1% of companies for sustainability with a platinum Ecovadis award coinciding with their drive to be
the socially responsible partner of choice for their customers.
They offer 15% discount on all catalogue pack sizes which are listed on our website.
The website has live pricing and stock levels of their range of chemical, life science and spectroscopy
products.
If you would like more information or to find out about other discounts on offer from fellow members,
please see the marketplace on our website.

Jobs

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

2022
GLOBAL SCIENCE
EMPLOYMENT SURVEY
FIND OUT MORE AND TAKE PART:

newscientist.com/employmentsurvey

Online
and FREE
to attend

Building Life
Science Adventures Careers Conference 2022

1 - 2 March 2022

Following the success of our inaugural Building Life Science
Adventures careers conference earlier this year, we are delighted
to announce dates for 2022. Join us on 1-2 March where we
look forward to bringing together students, early career seekers,
employers and universities across two days to discuss how to create
and access great careers within the Life Science industry.
Sponsor (£1000 + VAT) or Support (£250 + VAT) to highlight your
company’s Employee Value Proposition to attract and retain the best
team, please email training@onenucleus.com for more information.

Catch up on all the Building Life Science Adventures
2021 on-demand content via the One Nucleus YouTube
Channel

Upcoming Events and Training Courses
One Nucleus Events
3 November | BioWednesday Webinar: What Does the US-China Interface Mean for the Global Life
Science Industry? - register
11 November | HR SIG: Hybrid Working - The Benefits, Pitfalls and How to Manage it in Practice - register
18 November | VIC Workshop – Growing with Underlying Principles of Drug Development in Mind register
18 November | The Way to Supercharge Your Early-Stage Growth Within Life Science - register
22 November | VIC Workshop – Anatomy of a Research Collaboration Agreement - register
6 December | Genesis Digital 2021: From 6 December - register
8 December | Genesis Eve Social Evening - register
9 December | Genesis London 2021 - register
1-2 March 2022 | Building Life Science Adventures 2022 - register

One Nucleus Training Courses
17 November | Biological Safety: Management and Practice (IOSH Approved) 2 day course - register
24-25 November | Introduction to Drug Discovery – From Idea to Clinical Candidate - register
25 November | The Safe Use and Management of Laboratory Gases - register

Industry Events
2 November | Cambridge New Therapeutics Forum (CamNTF) - find out more
9 November | BioBeat21: Transforming medicine development through digital innovation - find out
more
9 November | Healthcare & Strategy Series: IP Strategy Beyond Drafting Patents - find out more
11 November | Insights to Impact Masterclass: Product Development and Intellectual Property for
Healthcare Innovation - find out more
17-18 November | EI Innovate Linking Datasets and Bioscience - find out more
17 November | PING conference - find out more
18 November | Digital Health Live: The Future of Patient Experience - find out more
30 November - 1 December | DIT UK-India Virtual Biopharmaceutical and Nutraceutical Mission 2021 find out more
30 November | Meet with Johnson & Johnson Innovation in the UK - find out more

Corporate Patron

Corporate Sponsors

JAPAN
HEALTHCARE
JAPAN
VENTURE
HEALTHCARE
SUMMIT
2021
VENTURE
SUMMIT 2021

Register
HERE
Register
HERE

GLOBAL DIGITAL STARTUP PITCH
GLOBAL
DIGITAL
STARTUP
16TH
NOVEMBER
2021 PITCH
THBST,
9 am
10 am CET, 6 pm
JST
16
NOVEMBER
2021
9 am BST, 10 am CET, 6 pm JST
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Registration
Registration
Join a pitching session with early-stage Japanese life sciences SMEs presenting their latest innovations. Discover

opportunities for overseas partnerships and investment with some of the most vibrant scientific communities in the world.
Join a pitching session with early-stage Japanese life sciences SMEs presenting their latest innovations. Discover
opportunities for overseas partnerships and investment with some of the most vibrant scientific communities in the world.
Oxentia and the Mitsubishi Research Institute work in partnerships to support Japanese life science SMEs through
funding, coaching and business mentoring. Their mission is to ensure the successful commercialisation of products and
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Member Webinar Highlight
With the rapid development and adoption of more digital health technologies, questions around
IP protection rise, especially around the definition of digital health or therapeutics, how to
overcome patentable subject matter issues and whether digital therapeutics can be claimed as
a method of treatment. A lot of answers provided by Fish attorneys Christina McDonough and
Patrick Darno in this ‘Successful Patent Strategies for Digital Health and Digital Therapeutics’
webinar.

Deal of the Month
STORM Therapeutics and Exelixis Join Forces to Advance Inhibitors of Novel RNA
Modifying Enzymes
STORM’s RNA epigenetics platform has caught the attention of the Californian biotech Exelixis
to discover and develop inhibitors of novel RNA modifying enzymes. The two companies are
entering into an exclusive collaboration and license agreement with an initial focus on ADAR1 as
well as explore an additional undisclosed target.
The deal involves an upfront fee of $17 million for two discovery programmes as well providing
funding for discovery research activities conducted or managed by STORM. Exelixis will be solely
responsible for global development, manufacturing and commercialization activities of any
resulting molecules. STORM will be eligible for development, regulatory and commercialisation
milestones, as well as tiered royalties on the annual net sales of any compounds that are
successfully commercialised under the collaboration.
This is great acknowledgement of the Cambridge based STORM Therapeutics’ expertise in RNA
epigenetics and promising advances in ADAR1 inhibitors research to activate innate immune
response in tumour cells.
Full press release is available here

Funding & Support
Biomedical Catalyst 2021 Round 2 is Now Open for Application
UK registered businesses can apply for a share of up to £12 million to develop innovative
healthcare products, technologies and processes.
This competition combines the feasibility and primer strands of the Biomedical Catalyst for
projects covering: disease prevention and proactive management of health and chronic
conditions, earlier and better detection and diagnosis of disease, leading to better patient
outcomes, tailored treatments that either change the underlying disease or offer potential cures.
Project’s total eligible costs must be between £50,000 and £1 million.
Competition closes on Wednesday 1 December 2021 at 11.00 and more information on
application is available on the government website.

